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QA Engineer - NUKE 

The Company. 

Smart software for creative people. 
 
There are three things that make The Foundry unique: 
 
1. Our forward-thinking approach to making creative software 
2. The people that drive it 
3. Meaningful relationships with our customers 
 
Our software solutions are anything but ordinary. The workflows they create serve multiple 
industries and generally make doing creative things a walk in the park.  
 
We know that tools in VFX are also relevant to designers and vice versa. It’s that understanding 
that helps us to develop flexible, open products that solve problems. 
 
The portfolio is as creative as it is technical, packed full of ground-breaking award-winning 
techy goodness that will have even the most demanding organization or one-man-show 
salivating. 
 
We are a little bit proud of what we achieve at The Foundry and want to take you on our 
journey with us. 
 
The Role 
 
As a Quality Assurance Engineer on NUKE, you'll be required to qualify workflows, verify that 
bugs are fixed, design test cases and execute test plans in order to report back on how well the 
software is performing. You will also carry out production workflow style testing, working with 
real footage from the VFX industry.  

You will work closely with the Lead NUKE QA Engineer at all stages of the release cycle to 
promote quality. Through Beta programmes and The Foundry’s Customer Support team, you 
will also come into direct contact with the artists who battle test our software, absorbing their 
feedback and thoughts. 

We’re looking for someone with a genuine passion for the visual effects industry 
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Required Skills: 

● A degree in a Visual Effects related subject, or equivalent experience reflecting the 

requirements of the position 

● Experience using NUKE in a professional or academic capacity 
● Python scripting experience 
● Fluent written/verbal English 

● Excellent communication skills - ability to make yourself heard and present your views 
in a persuasive, influential way 

● Good technical skills in at least one of the following operating systems: Windows, Linux 

or Mac OSX. 

● A knack for analytic problem solving, fault finding, and troubleshooting 
● Well organised with the ability to prioritise, multi-task and work with minimal 

supervision 
● Highly self-motivated and a good team player 

 
Desirable Skills: 
 
● QA domain experience 
● Experience with editorial / onlining / finishing applications such as Nuke Studio, Hiero, 

DaVinci Resolve, Adobe Premier Pro, Avid DS, and Flame. 
● Good technical skills in Katana, Mari, Modo, Autodesk Maya, Final Cut Pro, Shake and/or 

Fusion. 

● Knowledge of Agile software development practices  
● Good knowledge of computer hardware, especially GPU and monitor output related 

 
Applying 

If you meet the criteria, are eligible to work and are interested, please send your covering 
letter, CV, salary expectations and notice period to jobs@thefoundry.co.uk with the subject 
“QA Engineer - NUKE”. 
 
More About Us. 
 
The Foundry, established in 1996, is renowned for our solutions, our customer-centric focus 
and our collaborative approach to development. The Foundry, with more than 270 employees 
worldwide, is led by CEO Alex Mahon and is backed by HgCapital. 
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The Foundry develops award-winning software used globally by creative professionals.  The 
portfolio lets users create inspiring and technical high-end visuals in the areas of Media 
Production (film, commercial, episodic, gaming), and Design, as well as participate in emerging 
high-growth markets such as Virtual/Augmented Reality and 3D printing.  
 
We develop solutions and grow our market through a combination of build, buy, partner. Our 
R&D team has created a number of award-winning solutions. Also, we’ve participated in 
numerous funded projects, both from the UK, as well as the European Union, that sees us work 
with leaders across industry to develop offerings. In some cases, we’ve worked customers to 
help develop a specific solution and then commercialize the solution for broader market 
adoption. Finally, we merged with Luxology, the creators of MODO in 2012 and in 2014, 
acquired Made With Mischief.  
 


